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LETTER FROM ANDREW WILKINSON
BC Liberal Leadership Candidate

As BC Liberals, we have a lot to be proud of. Our commitment to free-enterprise values, balanced budgets,
increased jobs, better services for families and people in need, safer streets, and world-leading health and
education. We should not shy away from our record, but recognize that more can and will be done, and that
nothing should be taken for granted.
I know this first-hand. In the 1990s I traveled the province and helped Gordon Campbell recruit new members
into the BC Liberal coalition after the 1996 election. The result of our efforts was a 77-2 seat victory for freeenterprise. As Deputy Minister for Economic Development and as a cabinet minister I supported our BC Liberal
government in building the best economy in Canada.
But our strong foundation is at risk again. This summer, the NDP inherited a large surplus from our hard work.
Yet the first thing they did was raise taxes. They didn’t need to – but they did it anyway. Now, they’re working
overtime to rig a referendum on proportional representation in order to undermine our democracy and remove
your right to regional representation. The NDP poses a direct threat to our prosperity, and to the prospect of
growth and opportunity for our families. I won’t stand by and let them get away with it.
We have a big job ahead of us. We must reconnect with people and convince a whole new generation of British
Columbians that our path to prosperity works, and that it will work for them too – so that they will share our
confidence in BC’s future, and that they will see that this is the land of opportunity, so that they will see that a
responsible government is so critical to our future success.
It’s going to take grit and it’s going to take commitment – but that is what our party is all about. That is our
challenge next year – to stop Proportional Representation, to stop the NDP from draining our children’s bank
accounts, and to connect with British Columbians in every corner of this great province to convince them that
the BC Liberal Party is without question the best pathway to a successful future, filled with opportunity, right here
at home.
I grew up in a close-knit family that didn’t have a lot of money, where hard work and determination meant a
lot. But I also grew up in a province that invested in kids like me. A province with world class post secondary
institutions. A beautiful and prosperous place that gave me a shot to pursue my dreams, accomplish my goals
and seize opportunity. I have been fortunate to call myself a British Columbian. With that in mind, it is our duty
to recapture the spirit that so many of us were so lucky to experience. That’s what I promise as the leader of the
B.C. Liberal Party, and your next Premier.
I hope I can count on your support to make this vision a reality. Please visit my website, www.andrewwilkinson.ca
to see how you can participate.
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As BC Liberals, we need to stay true to our core values of free-enterprise and small government. Unlike
the tax and spend NDP, we will not borrow from our children’s tomorrow in order to pay for our wants
today.
This fully costed platform is achievable within a first term. More importantly, it can be done within
our means.

Under my leadership, our BC Liberal government will work for all British Columbians by
focusing on five core priorities:

 Prosperity
 Healthy people
 Safe communities
 Sustainability
 Opportunity
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A PLAN FOR ALL OF BC
Leadership
First and foremost, we must protect our democracy.
The NDP are plotting a stealth campaign to undermine our democracy. Their three-point plan hands YOUR power
to THEM.
1.

Funneling taxpayer money to their political war chest - giving a $2 million gift to the NDP

2.

Changing the election date to give themselves 6 more months in power

3.

A rigged referendum to change our voting system behind closed doors to reward their friends

I’m not against making voting easier. But the NDP’s plan would make it complicated and unfair – by taking much of
the political voice away from voters in suburban, small town and rural BC. Under their plan, your next MLA may be
selected by the NDP off a list of their insiders who are only accountable to political bosses, rather than to voters.
I can’t stand by and watch while the NDP stacks the deck in their own favour.
If you’re feeling outraged – imagine what it will be like after they implement their stealth plan. Join me in taking the
fight to John Horgan and the NDP-Green power alliance.
Sign my petition to stop this scheme at www.andrewwilkinson.ca
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PROSPERITY

A strong private sector and a skilled workforce
People need stable jobs, and the promise of even better jobs in their future. There should be a clear path forward for growing our
families and communities, and that means government must keep BC’s economy competitive and prepare young people for the
jobs of tomorrow. When we do this well, we all share in the benefits – parents can put dinner on the table and government can
support programs to make sure everyone has a good and meaningful life.

Make BC the best place in the world to
do business
We must establish BC as the best place in the world to start
and grow a business. A Wilkinson government will:

 Abolish the small business income tax on family
businesses

 Ensure timely, reliable and transparent land use planning
decisions, to expedite approvals and improve certainty
for job-creating industries

 Establish the most transparent regulatory

jurisdiction in the world, to ensure everyone
understands our regulations and that the rules are
applied in a timely way

 Guarantee that additional investment attraction effort
goes into major American cities, and targets U.S.
companies looking to invest outside of the United States,
by making investment attraction a priority for all relevant
ministries

 Develop a clear, public economic vision and strategy
for the province, to showcase industry priorities and
investment opportunities for job-creating employers

 Support more international trade agreements like

the Trans Pacific Partnership and a revised North
American Free Trade Agreement
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Enable next generation industries and
entrepreneurs

 Sustain BC’s position as a leader in climate change

Creating opportunities for tomorrow means strategically

 Support mining exploration and development by the

policies and actions by re-establishing a revenue-neutral
carbon tax system

positioning BC today as a place to innovate, invest,

private sector to sustainably source the minerals needed

experiment and incubate. A Wilkinson government will:

globally to drive the move to a green economy and

 Create a new, revitalized Ministry of Small Business
with a focus on helping entrepreneurs to create more
small businesses throughout BC, including a dedicated
concierge service for small business creation with
the goal of having a business created in 72 hours
from start to finish

 Develop a “Come Home to BC” program to attract

successful British Columbian entrepreneurs working
elsewhere in the world to come home

 Make BC a leader in next generation industries, including
bio-tech, clean tech, environmental monitoring,

digital animation and special effects, data analytics
and computer learning, by enhancing our technology
incubator and accelerator supports

carbon free energy sources

 Create tourism master plans to market unique
destinations like Vancouver Island and other regions of
the province

 Recognize that our fastest growing youth population is
Indigenous youth, by providing them with training and
supports to pursue new opportunities, and to grow our
supply of skilled workers

 Continue and build on partnerships with the many First
Nation champions of LNG to support exports and growth
of this vital industry

Create prosperity by improving services
for citizens
Let’s create an environment where local entrepreneurs are
able to thrive locally, and compete globally. A Wilkinson
government will:

 Sell government-owned liquor stores, with current

employees being given the first option to purchase
the stores

 Allow private store operators to sell liquor to restaurants,
as a first step to full privatization

 Modernize government procurement processes to ensure
local, home-grown businesses have every opportunity to
compete for government contracts

 Drive our technology sector by defining government needs,
and letting our private-sector experts identify solutions

 Establish a Northern Premier’s and Cabinet Office in
Prince George
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HEALTHY PEOPLE
Ensuring the care you need

We are fortunate to have a long history of accessible, publicly-funded health care in British Columbia. But a variety of challenges
and cost-pressures are straining services like never before. These include an unprecedented overdose crisis, an aging
population, increased drug and medical costs, shortages of health professionals, and expensive advances in technology. We
need to act to ensure all British Columbians have the care they need, when and where they need it.

Urgently improve treatment of mental
health and addictions
We are experiencing an unprecedented overdose crisis,
which has taken over 1,100 lives. BC has taken a leadership
role in treating this devastation sweeping across North
America. However, we must go beyond an acute response
and enable our citizens to get well, recover and return
to productive, fulfilling and healthy lives. A Wilkinson
government will:

 Reprioritize addiction care, by focusing heavily on
prevention, education and recovery, using harm

reduction efforts as an intermediary step to getting well

 Reduce overdose deaths by 50% in
the first two years

 Introduce an effective province-wide
prescription monitoring program that
will prevent addiction arising from past
prescriptions

 Ensure existing education campaigns in school districts
and health authorities on substance use are unified with
a consistent message focused on early identification
and treatment

 Make mental health and wellness a central priority of
health care system planning and delivery
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 Put mental health professionals,
such as registered psychiatric
nurses and counselors, into high
schools to provide education
about mental health and addiction
and to provide relevant and timely
access to appropriate care

Invest in our health care professionals
Improving health care services starts with investing in our
talented, skilled health care professionals. A Wilkinson
government will:

 Make the most of our front-line health care providers, by
reducing barriers that prevent some care providers from
practising to the full scope of their training and expertise

 Modernize family doctor practices with online

appointments and prescription renewals, and video
conferences for remote care when appropriate

Innovations to improve health
care services
We need to be innovative in improving how services are
provided, to ensure all of us have access to the care we
need, when and where we need it. A Wilkinson
government will:

 Produce an updated 10-year capital plan to expand and
improve health care facilities where needed, particularly in
communities where population growth is straining services

 Improve the coordination and analysis of medical diagnostic
testing province wide, to help identify positive trends in
care, and avoid unnecessary testing and interventions

 Empower British Columbians to have greater

ownership of their health care, by supporting the
adoption of patient-owned electronic health records
that can be accessed by the patient and the care
providers they choose

 Ensure we are training enough physiotherapists,
occupational and speech therapists to meet patients’
needs, when and where they are needed
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LIVABLE SAFE COMMUNITIES
Strong, accessible public services

We cannot support a growing economy, community, or province when our most vulnerable citizens are being left behind. We
must be willing to take bold action on issues from the opioid crisis to policing and justice. We also need to ensure economic
stability for middle class families, by taking steps to make life more affordable – that means keeping taxes and fees low,
developing more affordable housing, and having a safe, efficient transportation network.

Creating more affordable housing options
and transit
Many British Columbians are finding it harder and harder to
find housing they can afford, especially young people. We
need to ensure the right housing options in the right places,
supported by transit services that allow us to get to work and
access the services we need. A Wilkinson government will:

 Increase new housing supply by providing municipalities
with legislated rules to reduce liability and speed up
processing of permits

 Actively support increased housing density, particularly in
neighbourhoods close to transit options, such as the new
Evergreen SkyTrain line

 Provide tax incentives to support increased supply of
rental housing

 Dedicate 50% of future government surpluses for

five years to establish the Community, Sustainability,
Mobility and Innovation Fund to support the goal
of communities that are affordable, safe and
sustainable by increasing housing supply, improving
transportation, supporting public safety or building
infrastructure
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 Speed up process around tenancy issues to make it
more efficient for tenants, and more attractive to be
a landlord

 Encourage innovation in developing new financing
sources for transit improvements. Potential options

worth examining include sale of airspace rights for transit
expansion, expropriation of idle or underused property near
major transit lines, and working with developers to costshare transit improvements on large-scale developments

 Move ahead with needed transit improvements without
a referendum

 Begin planning right away

to ensure BC is prepared for
autonomous vehicles

Improved policing, community safety and
access to justice
In addition to affordable housing and transit, we need
communities that are safe for people to live, work and raise
healthy families. A Wilkinson government will:

 Work to streamline the justice system and trial process,
so we don’t keep seeing charges dropped due to delays

 Devote appropriate resources for Crown prosecutors,
Provincial Court Judges and Courts

 Ensure police resources are allocated to where crime
occurs, including encouraging community policing
that is visible, friendly and trust-building

 Work with First Nations communities to improve access
to culturally relevant, sensitive and appropriate
resolution processes

 Ensure medical marijuana is only sold at pharmacy
standards of purity and reliability, and accompanied by
appropriate security and professional advice, like
other medication

 Keep government out of marijuana retail sales, but

ensure retailers are subject to the same standards as
private liquor stores, to prevent criminal activity

 Require that marijuana is only sold in plain packaging to
control marketing to children and teens

 Enforce a zero-tolerance policy on sale of marijuana to
children, including loss of operating licence for infractions
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We cannot let the
#MeToo momentum fade.
We are experiencing a moment in time
where a real societal shift is possible.

Ensuring safety and true equality for
all women
No person should ever have to endure harassment or
assault. We should be unquestionably safe in our workplaces,
our schools, and our communities. And yet as the vast
outpouring of #metoo survivors has shown, that is still not
the case. We can’t allow this movement to draw to a quiet
end. We have unfinished business on this issue and we must
demand change. A Wilkinson government will:

 Extend the Sexual Violence and Misconduct Policy Act to

 Recognizing that organizational behavior is influenced
by leadership at the top, ensure equal representation of
women in Cabinet and Deputy Minister positions, as well
as the boards of Crown corporations, health authorities,
agencies and commissions

 Appoint an expert Women’s Advisory Council, with a
mandate to provide recommendations on issues like
increasing representation for women on corporate
boards, creating safe workplaces free of harassment and
increasing women’s participation in politics and other
male-dominated fields

all of the public sector

 As the province’s largest employer, ensure that the
government enforces a policy of automatic termination
where allegations of sexual harassment are proven to
be true
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SUSTAINABILITY

Responsible resource development in a thriving natural environment

We depend on our resources to keep our economy humming. And we must vigorously defend our natural environment while
also being mindful of the impact of over-regulation.

Sustainable fish and wildlife management
We must reclaim our role as a leader in conservation and
protection of our fish, wildlife and natural resources.
A Wilkinson government will:

 Revitalize the BC Wildlife Service to make conservation a
priority again, including park ranger and student
co-op programs

 Support robust, accurate wildlife and fish data and
inventories, and assessments of critical populations, to
enable sound, science-based decision-making

 Improve precious water habitats by getting rid of toxins
and plastic microbeads flowing into our waters

 Implement measures to protect, stabilize and begin
restoration of threatened species, including steelhead on
the Thompson River

Expand our clean energy advantage
We need to embrace and expand our supply of hydro-power,
to reduce carbon emissions. A Wilkinson government will:

 Complete the Site C dam
 Implement a public, long-term electricity supply plan that
ensures clean hydro-power to meet electric vehicle demands,
and puts the ratepayer first in all electricity planning

 Leverage and market BC’s clean power advantage to
assist other provinces and states in reducing their
carbon emissions
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Sustainable resource development
We must support our resource industries and show the world
that BC is a model for responsible resource development in
the 21st century. A Wilkinson government will:

 Work with the federal government to improve and
expedite the harmonized environmental assessment
process, to provide certainty and reliability for all British
Columbians

 Help successful small entrepreneurial businesses in BC’s
resource sectors expand to other markets by assisting
with international marketing

 Improve and update our forest inventory to account for
fire and beetle damage, and ensure a predictable wood
supply for the future

 Ensure fish farming is based on reliable scientific data
and continued best practices

 Support the world’s transition away from coal by
supporting LNG exports

 Partner with the many First Nation champions of LNG to
support growth of this vital industry

 Continue to support our robust natural gas and
renewable energy industries

 Ensure a healthy local food supply by continuing the Fruit
Tree Replanting program

 Retain the changes made to the Agricultural Land
Commission by the BC Liberal government, ensuring
transparency and avoiding a one-size-fits-all approach

 Work with the forest industry and First Nations to
enhance BC’s world class fibre basket by developing
new and expanded opportunities to utilize wood waste
and to diversify forestry operations
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OPPORTUNITY
For all British Columbians

We must ensure that every British Columbian has the opportunity to reach their full potential. That starts with a strong education
that provides our children with the foundation they need to succeed. It means that our post-secondary and apprenticeship
programs are modern and world-class. It also means that we need to ensure that workers have the opportunity throughout their
career to advance their skills and adapt to a changing world.

Providing the best learning supports for
our children and young people
We need to ensure we level the playing field, to give all
British Columbians access to the incredible opportunity this

 Expand child care options by working with school
districts to ensure that where qualified operators
want to use school district facilities, there are no
barriers to approvals

province has to offer. A Wilkinson government will:

 Make tutoring tax deductible for kids in Kindergarten

 Establish a junior kindergarten pilot program

 Ensure our K-to-12 students are being equipped to

to Grade 12, so that every child can be their best

to identify the most effective way to improve early

pursue opportunities in the new economy, by identifying

childhood learning in BC

and implementing innovative new learning approaches

 Continue to support computer literacy in schools,
including the ability to write code
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Ensuring world-class training for the
new economy
Let’s provide world-class post-secondary education
opportunities for British Columbians, to ensure we’re ready
for technology advances in the new economy. A Wilkinson
government will:

 Ensure our universities, colleges and institutes in BC are
ready to equip students for the emerging economy of
machine learning, Artificial Intelligence and
data analytics

 Enhance credentials for students and apprentices in

 Develop advanced technical training in biotech to
support growth in this sector

 A new Bachelor of Science degree in Engineering at
the University of Northern BC

 Ensure new post-secondary programs include a coop component, so that students are better prepared at
graduation with ready skills and job experience

 Support increased participation rates of women in
technology and other new industries, to accelerate
growth in these sectors

trades and technical institutes, by ensuring all programs
meet the same high standards of renowned institutes
like BCIT
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Creating opportunities for all, regardless
of background
We want our province to be a place where every British
Columbian can succeed, regardless of their culture, race,
gender or socio-economic background. A Wilkinson

 Recognize that our fastest growing youth population is
Indigenous youth, and provide them with training and
supports to pursue new opportunities, and grow our
supply of skilled workers

 Help new British Columbians, and expand our pool of

government will:

skilled workers, by allowing foreign credentials to be

 Ensure every student in foster care graduating from high

done in professions like registered nursing

school has access to the full range of supports available
to help them succeed in their post-secondary studies

evaluated and upgraded to BC standards – as is already
and engineering
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ANDREW WILKINSON
Prosperity, Opportunity, Security, Sustainability

PRIORITY EXPENDITURE MEASURES

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

($ MILLIONS)

($ MILLIONS)

($ MILLIONS)

Improving Mental Health and Addressing Addiction

21

21

21

Invest in Health Care Professionals

10

15

25

Healthcare Innovation

2

7

12

Healthcare Facility Innovation - Debt Servicing Cost

2

6

11

Improving Community Safety and Access to Justice

15

15

15

5

5

5

Learning Support to Children and Young People

30

70

80

World Class Training for the New Economy

15

30

30

Creating Opportunities for All

5

10

10

Making BC the Best Place to Start and Grow a Business

5

5

5

Next Generation of Industries and Entrepreneurs

20

30

30

Sustainable Fish and Wildlife Management

10

15

15

Sustainable Resource Management

15

15

15

155

244

274

100

100

100

160

160

160

Equality and Safety for Women

Total Expenses

PRIORITY CAPITAL MEASURES

Healthcare Facility Innovation

PRIORITY REVENUE MEASURES

Abolish Small Business Income Tax on Family Businesses
(funded through revenue neutral carbon tax measure)
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